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A	HISTORY	OF	AMS	TA	(including	its	pre-	and	post-	guises)	
 
Good Evening and thank you for inviting me to give this talk about our medical component 
of the TA, or in today’s lingo the Army Reserves, and its origins.  
 
Any study of the military involves making sense of the constant reorganisation that goes on 
within and through succeeding generations. As Petronius is attributed to have said: We 
trained hard, but it seemed that every time we were beginning to form up into 
teams we would be reorganised. Now change is the only constant, the only normal. Indeed, 
post Cold War, all I have seen is continual flux and the pace is quickening whilst we are even 
changing the change whilst the change is taking place. The great Prussian general, von 
Molke the Elder, penned the aphorism: No plan withstands first contact with the enemy. Or 
the virus for that matter. 
 
And so to my tilt at an AMS TA history. In the time available there is much to cover and so 
this will be selective and superficial. It is therefore a bit big picture but there will be some 
detail and some people involved. I will try then and look at what is constant and what has 
really changed. 
 
Non-Regular or Non-Standing Forces have been with us since the mists of time. Composed 
of serf or servant for most of the time but required to form up and train militarily 
periodically for home defence duties. From this a militia evolved and started to mature in 
Elizabethan times. During the Napoleonic Wars groups of volunteers and fencibles also 
appeared for home defence and this time the sons of the soil and the shires formed a 
mounted defence force, the yeomanry. In the early 1800s after those wars had ended, only 
the yeomanry survived but a threat from France perceived in 1859 triggered the advent of 
companies of rifle volunteers. But there were no organised medical groupings within the 
militia, yeomanry or volunteers, though there was the odd apothecary-surgeon involved and 
even more rarely a physician.  
 
There were wider stirrings though. The French War that year with the Austrians, led to the 
battle of Solferino in Northern Italy. The carnage there spurred the Swiss Henry Dunant to 
found a neutral international organisation for the amelioration of the condition of the sick 
and wounded on the battlefield. The Geneva Conference then followed, and the Red Cross 
movement was started in 1864. A blossoming across Europe of first aid movements ensued.  
The British equivalent of the Red Cross, the National Society for Aid to the Sick and 
Wounded was not formed until 1870 in response to the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian 
War. The Society was renamed the British Red Cross in 1905. The St John Ambulance 
Brigade formed in 1877 and the St Andrew Ambulance Brigade in Scotland in 1882. 
 
The second was the development of an organised British medical structure. Traditionally, it 
was intrinsic to what today we call the combat arms. It was the Crimean War that led to the 
first formation of a Medical Staff Corps of medically trained solders. Many lessons in field 
medical organisation were gleaned from the American Civil War and then from the Franco-
Prussian War 1870-1. Under the Red Cross wing a British body of medical people from 
military and civilian backgrounds and formed an ambulance, a field medical unit. They cared 
for both French and Prussian alike. Courtesy of Edward Cardwell in 1873, who not only 
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abolished flogging plus purchase of commissions and created short service for regulars, 
transferred all the medical officers from units, less Household Troops, to the Army Medical 
Department and ended regimental hospitals. Immediately following this was the design of a 
full establishment of a field medical service, for mobilisation, to support a transformed army 
in the field. This featured some field, stationary and general hospitals, bearer companies. 
The problem though, was manning and especially of the bearer companies. Might this be an 
opportunity for volunteers to progress? 
 
Time for a champion. James Cantlie trained as a surgeon in Aberdeen and moving to London 
and Charing Cross Hospital in 1873. He joined the St John Ambulance Brigade in 1877. There 
he met with fellow Aberdonian, Peter Shepherd, who was in the Army Medical Service and a 
leading light in the new St John, devising first aid lectures and handbook.  Shepherd was 
called to the Anglo-Zulu War of 1879 – dying at the Battle of Isandhlwana – and Cantlie took 
over the role. He joined the volunteers as a medical officer to the London Scottish in 1882. 
There he met other first aid and stretcher drill enthusiasts.  
 
He gathered these together these a Volunteer Medical Association the following year, its 
successor TAMSOA exists to this day, and thereafter a company of students from Charing 
Cross Hospital was formed. With the assistance of Garnet Wolseley, then Adjutant General, 
he was able to have this recognised officially and the Volunteer Medical Staff Corps came 
into being in 1885. It rapidly spread through other London teaching hospitals to Woolwich 
and Kent and then on around the country to Manchester, Leeds, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and 
Glasgow. I should relate that James Cantlie’s son, Neil, became DGAMS in 1948 and in his 
retirement wrote a history of the Army Medical Department published in 1974. 
 
Volunteer schools of instruction were established in 1887. The volunteer infantry brigades 
were authorised to raise their own Bearer Companies in 1888. A discrete Militia Medical 
Staff Corps was authorised in 1891. A volunteer recognition of service was authorised in 
1892, the Volunteer Decoration. But it wasn’t all about doctors as Princess Christian’s Army 
Nursing Reserve was separately established in 1897.  
 
1898 saw the formation of the Royal Army Medical Corps from the amalgamation of the 
Army Medical Staff, the medical officers and QMs of the Regular Army, and the medical 
soldiers, the Medical Staff Corps. Intriguingly, the Volunteers and Militia of the Medical Staff 
Corps had both officers and soldiers under the one cap badge from their beginning. They 
had adopted the 1891 hybrid ranks granted to the Army Medical Staff such as Surgeon 
Major, Surgeon Lieutenant Colonel, etc and when these ranks were dropped for normal 
military descriptors, but the volunteers and militia retained the old titles.  
 
The following year, the 2nd Boer War commenced. The new RAMC did well at first but 
rapidly ran out of manpower as the deployed force grew so large. A number of medical 
volunteers joined up for service to help bridge the gap. They came from civilian and 
Volunteer Medical Staff Corps sources. The Imperial Yeomanry, formed for the War, raised 
its own Bearer Company and General Hospital and these were active in South Africa. Two of 
the Victoria Crosses awarded to the medical services were for volunteer medical officers. 
Surgeon Captain Thomas Crean with the Imperial Light Horse and Surgeon Captain Arthur 
Martin-Leake with the South African Constabulary. 
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The return from the Boer War resulted in a Royal Commission into the medical services and 
led to much reform. Pivotal in all this was Sir Alfred Keogh who did two stints as DGAMS 
from 1904 to 1910 and then, having come back from retirement, from 1914 to 1918.  
 
In 1902, the Volunteer and Militia MSC became RAMC and the manpower within the 
Volunteer Brigade Bearer Companies also became RAMC. Those hybrid ranks were dropped, 
and normal military ranks were assumed. In 1905, the field ambulance unit came into being 
for deployments; it replaced the divisional field hospitals and bearer companies of before. 
The next reform was a step change and as pivotal as the creation of the Volunteer MSC in 
1885.  
 
Under Richard Haldane’s Army reforms a Territorial Force was created from the existing 
volunteers and yeomanry in 1908. Its purpose was home defence and the core of a follow-
on force to the Regular expeditionary force should a campaign overseas become prolonged. 
The Territorial Force was to be formed as a complete all-arms grouped formation designed 
to fight as such. It was composed of 14 regional infantry divisions and 14 regional mounted 
or yeomanry brigades. Keogh designed the medical support to these formations as three 
field ambulances to each division and a smaller mounted field ambulance for each mounted 
brigade. In the main, the manpower cover for this new structure was found from the 
existing Volunteer RAMC Companies and the Volunteer Brigade Bearer Companies. He also 
created 23 general hospitals located around the Commands of the UK and adjacent to large 
civilian hospitals. In parallel, a Territorial Force Nursing Service was established in 1909. The 
establishments of these new general hospitals were cadre manned and relied on informal 
assistance clinically from local specialists. They would become clubs in a clinical golf bag and 
were described as therefore being ‘a la suite’ – called upon to taste and need. Their object 
though was to support the Territorial Force on home defence duties. 
 
The previous structure had required premises for training. There were drill halls for the 
volunteers, these would have to be extended to accommodate new units and expansions. 
Mobilisation equipment would be needed for the newly formed units: medical stores, 
general stores, clothing, waggons, horses, etc. A mobilisation process was developed. 
Periods of collective training were needed and so annual camps firmed up to became 
mandatory. The old volunteers had paid for the privilege of their hobby whether it be 
uniform, weapons or horses but this new force was more societally diverse and pay was 
introduced for training attendance including marriage allowance at camp and training 
bounties for completion of obligation. The TF maintained its volunteer traditions by wearing 
silver as opposed to gold attributes, worn by Regulars, reflected in cap badge and facings 
(when QHPs and QHSs were created for the TF, their aiguillettes would be silver until the 
mid 1920s). The VD changed to the Territorial Efficiency Decoration or TD. The day to day 
running of the TF was through the creation of County Associations, answerable to the Lord 
Lieutenant and disparately funded to maintain the drill halls and unit budgets. The Reserve 
Forces and Cadets Association today continues much of this role in maintaining the fabric of 
the infrastructure. 
 
Training schools were established on a divisional basis and two sanitary companies were 
formed in London. The cadre nature of the general hospitals resulted in liaison with the 
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civilian first aid bodies and Voluntary Aid Detachments were conceived from the Red Cross, 
St John and St Andrews. But there was to be one more addition to the AMS TF before the 
Great War broke out. Examining lessons from the Russo-Japanese War in 1905-7, a new 
unit, the clearing hospital, was devised in 1910. Its purpose was to receive the casualties 
held by the divisional field ambulances in order for these to continue to support their 
manoeuvring formation ie to clear them of casualties. The TF would only be established for 
these in 1913 at a scale of one per infantry division and then only on a skeleton manning 
basis. It is difficult to think that these weren’t primarily for service overseas and quite 
difficult to envisage them working in home defence. 
 
The Militia changed into the Special Reserve in 1908. An RAMC company was formed in 
Manchester and this would mobilise as 18 Field Ambulance, going off to the Western Front 
with the Regular 6th Division in 1914. The name militia returned in 1921 but by 1924 was 
now called the Supplementary Reserve. We wouldn’t hear more of this until 1950. 
 
When war was declared in 1914, the TF mobilised. With the British Expeditionary Force of 
one cavalry and six infantry divisions gone to France, it was decided to bring back most of 
the Regular troops serving overseas in order to create more divisions. Some TF formations 
were used to relieve these troops particularly in India. However, they left their field 
ambulances behind in UK. By the time the eighth regular division was being formed, the 
Army had run out of Regular and recalled Reserve RAMC manpower to support it. Three 
field ambulances that hadn’t gone to India were used and so 1st Wessex Field Ambulance 
from Exeter changed into 24 Field Ambulance and was in Belgium in October 1914 with its 
two sister units.  A further three Regular divisions were created in 1914 and so a total of 12 
TF field ambulances were renumbered and served throughout the war in support of these 
and the 8th Division.  
 
The TF was ordered to duplicate itself and so second echelon units were cloned and created 
from the originals. Following deployment of divisions, it was necessary to create depot 
units, and the second echelon fulfilled that role. If any of these were subsequently deployed 
a third echelon depot unit was formed. We had the likes of 2nd/1st North Midland Field 
Ambulance and 3rd/2nd Northumbrian Field Ambulance come on the scene. The depot units 
were amalgamated regionally in 1916 and then all brigaded together nationally at 
Blackpool, where the RAMC Depot and Training Centre had moved to in 1917.  
 
The Mounted Brigade Field Ambulances, initially all on home defence duties, duly produced 
their own second line clones such as 2nd/1st Welsh Border Mounted Brigade Field 
Ambulance. They all ended up in Egypt for the rest of the war, a significant number of them 
acting in the dismounted role at Gallipoli before getting there. A Scottish Horse Mounted 
Brigade Field Ambulance was formed in 1914 in North East Scotland. After Gallipoli it was 
converted into the Imperial Camel Brigade Field Ambulance in 1916. It later reverted to its 
original role and saw out the war in Syria in 1918. The second echelon mounted brigade 
field ambulances were all converted into cyclist units in 1916 and 1917 and most finished 
the war on duty in Ireland. In 1917 some of the mounted units in Egypt were dismounted 
and formed into a yeomanry division that came back to the Western Front. In 1918, as 
British troops were being stripped from overseas to reinforce the Western Front, most of 
the divisions in Egypt were Indianised as were their field ambulances. 2nd Welsh Field 
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Ambulance from Cardiff became 170 Combined Field Ambulance (the combined bit meant 
they were composed mixed British and Indian medical staff). This number would reappear 
again in 1961 in Wales.  
 
All thirty Kitchener New Army divisions were deployed during the war, 28 of them to the 
Western Front. Of the consequent 90 field ambulances created to support them were four, 
renumbered, from the TF. 2nd/3rd West Lancashire Field Ambulance formed at Chorley 
redeployed to 21 Division and served on the Western Front. When 5 Medical Regiment was 
formed at Preston in 1999, it was decided to create a new TA squadron for it at Chorley. It 
was numbered 64 Medical Squadron in remembrance of the Great War. The local MP, 
Lindsay Hoyle, became 64’s Honorary Colonel which explains why the holder of the 
Speaker’s Chair in the House of Commons is often seen wearing an RAMC tie. There were 9 
cavalry field ambulances deployed to the Western Front. One, 8 Cavalry Field Ambulance, 
was formed from the Yorkshire Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance and 6 and 7 Cavalry Field 
Ambulances were formed from TF volunteers.  
 
Of the 260 active field ambulances formed during the Great War, 107 were from the TF and 
of these 73 served overseas.  
 
Turning to the hospitals, the clearing hospitals all went off to war overseas once they had 
produced their own second line duplicates. Some went to Gallipoli but most ended up on 
the Western Front. Their name had changed to Casualty Clearing Station in January 1915. 
Half the resultant second echelon casualty clearing stations also deployed to the Western 
Front. The general hospitals all stayed at home having set up locally to their drill halls. They 
were part of the great matrix of UK hospitals that developed and received casualties from 
overseas. They all increased massively in size. A 5th London General Hospital was formed in 
August 1914 but only two hospitals threw up second line clones in 1915: 2nd/4th London and 
2nd/1st Southern in Birmingham. In 1917, seven of the TF hospitals were selected to deploy 
to the Western Front and were thus renumbered. They didn’t close at their original 
peacetime locations though as these were only partial mobilisations – the balance of 
manpower coming from the remainder of the now 26 TF general hospitals around the 
country. 
 
I haven’t done justice to all that the AMS TA did in the Great War but let me finish this 
section with a couple of vignettes. 1st Wessex Field Ambulance, as 24 Field Ambulance, was 
awarded the Croix de Guerre in 1918 for its service to the local French population. This 
event is still celebrated to this day by its successor unit, 243 Wessex Field Hospital.  
 
Finally, of the seven Victoria Crosses (including two bars) awarded to the RAMC, five were to 
TF medical officers. Noel Chavasse VC and Bar from the Liverpool Scottish is clearly the best 
known, but William Allen from Sheffield with 49 (West Riding) Division’s Artillery, John 
Green from Lincoln with the Sherwood Foresters of 46 (North Midland) Division and John 
Fox-Russell from Wales with the Royal Welsh Fusiliers of 53 (Welsh) Division also came from 
the TF stable. I have concentrated on the medical units and of course there was a myriad of 
regimental medical officers to TF units across the Army, I hope my VC remarks pay a suitable 
tribute to all of them. TFNS bravery must also be acknowledged as nurses didn’t hold 
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commissions so weren’t awarded the newly introduced Military Cross; however they were 
awarded the Military Medal for bravery and the TFNS got its share of such recognition. 
 
The Armistice brought an end to all the units created for the War. All the 2nd/2nd s etc were 
disbanded and the units renumbered in support of Regular formations, reverted back to 
their original territorial titles. The TF was reconstituted as fourteen regional divisions and a 
cavalry division of only two yeomanry brigades. It took some time to sort out what the 
terms and conditions would be for this revived force that had very much proved its worth in 
war. The key issues, unsurprisingly, were overseas service liability and whether units would 
deploy as coherent entities or members treated as single entity reinforcements. When the 
deal was struck, the money started to run out and the 10-year rule in foreign policy was 
adopted – ie it was unlikely that a general war would break out in the next 10 years. This 
policy stance was re-endorsed every year until the early 1930s ensuring continuing planning 
and investment blight.  
 
The TF became the Territorial Army in 1921 and the field ambulances were finally numbered 
in the same sequence as the brigades of the divisions they supported. So 1st East Lancashire 
Field Ambulance became 125 East Lancashire Field Ambulance in Manchester and 3rd 
Lowland Field Ambulance became 155 Lowland Field Ambulance in Edinburgh. As the fiscal 
squeeze came in during 1922, the divisions were reduced to one field ambulance each. Only 
three general hospitals, in London, Manchester and Edinburgh were retained and the 
casualty clearing stations halved in number. The TF Nursing Service became the TA Nursing 
Service. By 1927 all the casualty clearing stations were gone. Four sanitary companies were 
retained and located around the country.  
 
Left with fifteen field ambulances, including a cavalry one, and three general hospitals, a 
small beacon of light was shone when the old volunteer brigade Challenge Shield was 
resurrected in 1925 as an annual first aid and field patient handling competition between 
AMS TA units. Apart from wartime the Challenge Shield was competed for annually up to 
2005. The magnificent shield can still be seen in all its glory at HQ 2 Med Bde in Strensall. In 
1928, the first Army Dental Corps reserve was gazetted, the corps having been established 
in 1921. 
 
The thirties saw many annual camps abandoned on cost saving grounds. But the threat from 
Germany was growing and, in recognition of the perceived threat of aerial bombing, two of 
the TA divisions were converted to air defence duties. A new unit was designed for them, 
the AA Division Company RAMC, in 1936. The two field ambulances in those converted 
divisions were not disbanded but transferred to adjoining divisions. By 1937, the AMS TA 
was expanded as the prospect of war grew. It was decided to reraise all the lost 20 general 
hospitals of 1922 plus a further nine. It was all change again in 1938 when all bar four of the 
new general hospitals were scrapped, the remaining ones were for home service. The 
reason for this U-Turn, if I dare use such an expression in 2020, was that there also existed a 
putative plan to create an Emergency Medical Service for the civilian population as a 
response to a wholesale aerial bombing threat. General hospital cover to an expanding 
Army should be integrated into this new whole it was believed. As yet, scoping another 
expeditionary force, and thus its medical needs, was not on the agenda.  
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In 1938 it was decided that the scale of field ambulances within the division should be 
brought back up to three each. In addition there was a developing mobile or armoured 
division to support so the TA field ambulances were raised to 38 in number; four of which 
were designated as cavalry ones for support of the new mobile formations. In 1939, as war 
was fast approaching, the divisions and their field ambulances were ordered to create 
duplicate clones. At last the hospital situation was also addressed. Another 8 general 
hospitals were authorised, this time for overseas service alongside four casualty clearing 
stations. As war broke out, the general hospitals and casualty clearing stations were 
authorised to create clones themselves, the general hospitals begetting two more each and 
the casualty clearing stations three each. As war was declared, the TA ceased to exist as 
conscription was implemented straightaway, and one Army came into being to handle the 
expansion and preparation of Land Forces - in marked contrast to the events of 1914. 
 
Now to some of the stories and facts about those units that entered the War as TA. The first 
medical units to be utilised on the battlefield were TA ones in Norway in 1940 including 137 
North Midlands Field Ambulance from Derby and 147 West Riding Field Ambulance from 
Leeds. Even quicker than in the Great War, TA field ambulances were being mustered into 
regular divisions to cover shortfalls from the Regular RAMC. The British Expeditionary Force 
in France was built up by nine TA divisions during early 1940 and so of the 40 field 
ambulances deployed to that campaign 20 were TA. 6 of the 12 casualty clearing stations in 
the BEF were TA and 6 of the 18 general hospitals deployed likewise. In 1940 TA medical 
units were deploying to the Middle East; field ambulances, general hospitals and casualty 
clearing stations. At the battle of El Alamein in 1942 the 8th Army had 24 British field 
ambulances in support; half were TA units. TA medical units got to India and then Burma. 
From Iceland to Madagascar to Persia and Syria to NW Africa to Sicily to Italy and Greece 
then D-Day and beyond in NW Europe AMS TA units were prevalent throughout.  
 
A feature of WW2, as opposed to the Great War, was the incessant regrouping of field 
ambulances within divisions and an increasing number of units that were dedicated to Corps 
and Army troops. There was much reorganisation of divisions and so the mix of the field 
ambulance churned as well. There was growth of armoured divisions and the cavalry field 
ambulances were modified to light field ambulances to support them including a number of 
TA ones. Another innovation was the creation of field dressing stations to enable field 
ambulances to become more agile. Some of these were formed from redundant field 
ambulances. Take 145 South Midland Field Ambulance from Birmingham. It supported 48 
South Midland Infantry Division in France in 1940. In 1943 it was converted to 22 and 23 
Field Dressing Stations then these moved to 15 Scottish Infantry Division joining its three 
Scottish TA field ambulances. 15 Division went to France in 1944 after D-day and there are 
pictures of Brummies wearing their tam o’shanter headgear somewhere in Europe towards 
the end of the War. The other great innovation was the introduction of airborne forces. 
When they were being put together in 1941, a second echelon TA field ambulance, 181 Field 
Ambulance was converted to the airlanding role. It was followed by 3 other TA field 
ambulances that became 127 Parachute Field Ambulance, 133 Parachute Field Ambulance 
and 195 Airlanding Field Ambulance. 
 
The TA was reformed in 1947 alongside the newly created National Service. National 
Servicemen were to complete their reserve liability with TA units following their initial full-
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time service component. It wasn’t either popular or effective provoking a few sage 
observations about mixing grain with grape. Eventually the scheme folded even before 
National Service was ceased in 1960. The TA had reformed into six infantry divisions, two 
armoured divisions and an airborne division as well as eight independent infantry and 
armoured brigades plus a beach brigade. This dictated the number of field ambulances in 
the order of battle. It also led in places to much fluttering in the dovecotes. The Highland 
Division and the Home Counties Division changed around the numbers of the brigades 
under command. In parallel with this it was decided to swop over the local TA field 
ambulance numbers as well. So 152 Highland Field Ambulance in Dundee swopped number 
with 153 Highland Field Ambulance in Aberdeen and 131 (1st Home Counties) Field 
Ambulance in Maidstone swopped number with 133 Home Counties Field Ambulance in 
Croydon. I think Dundee and Aberdeen resolved the confusion by swopping over mess silver 
as well or so the story goes. The light field ambulance had been done away with and field 
ambulances were standardised to support both armoured and infantry formations. There 
were also three parachute field ambulances formed in Sheffield, London and Liverpool. The 
field dressing station was included now in the TA and two were numbered after those 
emanating from 145 South Midland Field Ambulance as well as two designated for beach 
duties. Fifteen general hospitals and six casualty clearing stations were formed, all 
independent units. Name changes were uncommon on the hospital side, but we are nothing 
if not idiosyncratic as in 1948 the old 2nd London General Hospital appeared in Harrow as 57 
(Middlesex) General Hospital, its CO keen on the local infantry, the 57th Foot later Middlesex 
Regiment. To cap it all he formed a pipe band. Until then only Scots TA units had had pipe 
bands.   
 
In 1950 six of the general hospitals were converted to supplementary reserve status as the 
successor to the militia. This reserve would become the Army Emergency Reserve or AER in 
1952 and was expanded to 16 general hospitals and two casualty clearing stations by 1955. 
The AER also included field surgical teams, specialist teams like ophthalmic, neuro-surgical 
and maxilla-facial, hygiene units, medical platoons and ambulance train staffs as well as 
further field ambulances and field dressing stations. An AER Decoration was evolved on a 
par to the TD to recognise length of service. In 1949, the Army finally sorted out the status 
of women in regard to commissions and the Queen’s Alexandra’s Royal Army Nursing Corps 
emerged. This also meant that the TA Nursing Service now became a full part of this new 
Corps. 
 
Between 1950 and 1967 there was a constant churn of the shape and size of the TA, and 
thus of the AMS TA, as the nation confronted a combination of small wars, withdrawal from 
Empire, the growth of the Warsaw Pact threat in Europe and the menacing threat of nuclear 
destruction. In that time, the TA changed from being a strategic reserve for general war 
globally to being a vital reinforcement of the British Army of the Rhine. Armour departed 
the TA; the divisions were all wound up and the airborne division was reduced to an 
independent brigade.  
 
The next profound change was in 1967 when policy dictated that all TA effort was to 
reinforce Germany. The TA was to become the Territorial Army and Volunteer Reserve or 
TAVR. This brought together the independent AMS TA units around the country with the 
former AER. The units were divided into states of readiness with the every-ready ones being 
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renumbered into a 100 series. There were only two if these in the AMS, 144 Field 
Ambulance a product of amalgamating 44 Parachute Field Ambulance with 170 Field 
Ambulance from Wales, remember the Indianised one from the Great War? The other a 
hygiene platoon. The majority fitted into a 200 series numbering ie the independent ones 
with TA Centres and the sponsored ones into the 300 numbered series. Unit titles would 
now include the suffix ‘volunteer’. Within two years, the casualty clearing station would be 
converted into the field hospital and the field dressing station into a field ambulance. The 
advent of TAVR also saw the establishment of the post of TA Adviser to the DG, a post 
recently recast now as the Corps Colonel Reserves. 
 
Mobilisation exercises became routine and a three-year unit training cycle would culminate 
with an annual camp on the Continent. Deployment locations were designated for each of 
the units and periodic unit recce groups would visit these. Mobilisation equipment was then 
built and stored in BAOR depots or adjacent to mobilisation locations. The casualty 
evacuation system was tested in larger BAOR formation exercises and the likes of Exercises 
Pack Saddle or Mini Mash, became the norm. The hospitals were to be laid out in echelon 
behind the fighting divisions on deployment and interlaced with ones from the Regular 
Army and the RAF. Linkage was to be by ambulance coach manned by medical platoons and 
special trains manned by the ambulance train staffs. An experiment of a Continental TA gave 
rise to an ambulance train staff in Germany.  
 
In the 1980s the medical preparations for War reached their apogee with the Kirby hospital 
redesign which increased the size and clinical capability of the field and general hospitals 
whilst introducing the evacuation hospital, one of which was TA. The field ambulances were 
all either dedicated to divisional rear areas or in a matrix within the rear combat and 
communication zones that stretched from east of the Rhine to the Channel coast. And then 
the Berlin Wall came down. And before we knew it, Saddam Hussein made his own 
contribution to AMS TA history by invading Kuwait. The UK response in 1990/91 included 
the mobilisation of 205 Scottish General Hospital (Volunteers), under Glynne Jones, to Saudi 
Arabia and a remarkable TA success story. 
 
The so-called peace dividend, post-Cold War, not only resulted in force reductions but a 
search to find a formula to determine future structures as there was a move from a threat-
based structure in Germany to a capability-based one with a more global focus. The 
hospitals would get ahead of the field ambulances regarding their future. Once a new force 
structure was settled, planning assumptions and a casualty estimate were used to calculate 
surgical team and bed requirements. After the revised regular component was agreed, the 
balance would be met by the TA. The end result, in 1995, was that there would only be field 
hospitals in the future, the general hospitals were to go after a continuous presence since 
1908. They were also to reduce slightly in number and four were to be amalgamated. The 
amalgamations included the two Wessex units, 211 at Exeter and 219 at Bristol that became 
243 Wessex Field Hospital, the 43 bit of the number derived from the old number of the TF 
Wessex Division of 1915; and other amalgamation was of two London units, 217 London 
General Hospital and 257 Southern General Hospital to form 256 City of London Field 
Hospital, the 56 bit of the number derived from the old number of the 1st London Division 
that became 56th Division in 1915. Some field ambulances became detachments of the new 
field hospitals as this part of the reorganisation. 1995 also saw legislation passed, the 
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Reserve Forces Act, that made allowance for the employment of reservists in peace and 
without the need for Queen’s Order at general mobilization. Events would prove this a vital 
tool in what followed in the early 21st Century. The field ambulances were reduced in 
number and some were brought into the newly conceived medical regiments as sub-units 
called medical squadrons in Regular units in 1999. This had followed the structural 
experiment of 1993 when 144 Field Ambulance Volunteers had been absorbed by the 
Regular 23 Parachute Field Ambulance as 144 Parachute Medical Squadron. In 2005, the last 
three TA field ambulances were converted to medical regiments in Cambridge, Belfast and 
Dundee. There is no time tonight to explore why the medical regiment came about and how 
it has been adapted since. Perhaps the Friends of Millbank might welcome a talk one day 
about how our medical units evolved and developed over time? 
 
9/11 has had a profound impact on the AMS TA. A Medical Group Headquarters had been 
established in 2000 at York to manage the AMS TA and this would change in name to 
Headquarters 2 Medical Brigade the following year  as it subsumed the HQ AMS TA and the 
AMS Field Training Centre recently moved from Chester. Pivotal, that year, was the decision 
all the field hospitals, Regular and TA, would come under command of 2 Medical Brigade 
and away from the regional military districts. Deployments to Afghanistan and Iraq, 
followed by roulement of support to these enduring operations, introduced a great demand 
in medical force building and preparation. It was only through this new capability of 2 
Medical Brigade could medical hospital sub-units be created and melded from an amalgam 
of Regular, TA, RN, RAF, NHS and sometimes overseas clinical manpower. It has worked so 
well that a level of successful clinical care unsurpassed in history has been delivered to 
British Troops in the field. This has run hand in hand with the paradigm shift in healthcare 
philosophy and practice. Much of this driven by AMS TA personnel. If you want to know 
more about this, read David Vassallo’s new book. I don’t think there has been a TA hospital 
that hasn’t deployed now in the 21st century. 
 
And so we come to the end of the AMS TA as it was redesignated part of the Army Reserve 
in 2015. It is now far more part of a one Army than ever before in history, not just in 
rhetoric but in substance. Many reserve clinicians work alongside Regular colleagues since 
the impact of the Defence Cost Studies in 1995, they deploy together and they have brought 
their intellectual might together.  So let us briefly look back at a few enduring themes or 
trends. 
 
The reserves remain exactly that, Territorial. What brought people together locally, with a 
common interest and affinity still pertains. But the nation has shrunk and social mobility has 
moved the model on in detail. We have a number of national groupings that surround a 
common interest or pursuit such as parachuting. What is very evident is that the old 
concerns about overseas service and whether one deployed only with one’s own unit and 
not as a singleton reinforcement has gone. 2 Medical Brigade’s force generation model 
couldn’t have happened in 1908 or 1921 but has worked so well in the 21st century. 
 
The TA contribution to clinical standards and scientific advance has been constant whether 
it be Makin and Bowlby, TF officers with Boer War experience, that were elevated to 
temporary senior rank as clinical advisers on the Western Front in 1914. Or Cowell and 
Mitchener in the Middle East in WW2 with their great military surgical experience and 
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insight. Or today, with the paradigm shift, Peter O’Mahoney on the resuscitation side or 
Sam Rawlinson and Heidi Doughty on the haematological side, have boxed well above their 
weight. You should note that both the latter also commanded their TA field hospitals on 
deployment in the 21st century and been appointed Defence Consultant Advisers in their 
specialty. 
 
The AMS TA has been far in advance of its Regular cousins in gender equality. The first ever 
female commanding officer of a TA unit was Katie Clarke, an anaesthetist, at 201 (Northern) 
General Hospital Volunteers in 1982. The first nurse to command a medical unit was Ann 
Clouston, again at 201, this time in its current Field Hospital guise, in 1998. There is 
something in the Northumbrian air, that makes the old 1st Northern General Hospital 
continue to lead from the front throughout all its subsequent guises. 
 
The aspect that marks everybody is the enthusiasm that part timers put into their hobby 
whether it is James Cantlie or the latest crop of young health professional joining today. 
With that enthusiasm lies a mental flexibility to be adaptable and not hide bound, and this 
has always led to innovation. 
 
My final morsel. There has only been one DGAMS who has had a territorial background 
beyond OTC or early officer experience. Sir Norman Talbot, who was in the chair when I 
attained my cadetship in the RAMC in 1970, sported the TD. I haven’t been able to do justice 
to a wide number of issues such as rank, professional recognition, terms of service, status, 
professions allied to medicine, etc but my time is done. I hope you have found, like me, that 
the AMS TA has a lot to be proud of and has served the nation well. Do you have any  
questions? 
 
 
Alistair Macmillan 
27 Nov 20 
 


